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ESCAPE ROOM
• Alissa, Sky, Milas and Mint are 

ready for a night of fun at the 
Escape Room.  But what 
happens if the Game Master 
has no intentions of letting 
them go.

• FICTION  BL  3.8 IL  UG

• GENRE:  Horror



DAY OF RECKONING
• After his wife is murdered by 

crime boss Jack Fox, Blake 
Johnson, a former FBI agent and 
head of a secret White House 
department, begins an effort to 
dismantle Fox's extensive 
organization so that the criminal 
will eventually have no hope of 
escape from retribution

• FICTION  BL  IL  11-Adult

• GENRE:  ADVENTURE.



EVERY MAN A HERO
• Ray Lambert landed on Omaha 

Beach on D-Day as a 23 year-old 
Army Medic.  As the bullets cut 
down his comrades, he raced 
repeatedly back into the sea to 
drag out wounded soldiers.  He 
saved multiple lives before losing 
consciousness to multiple injuries 
and a broken back.  This is his 
unforgettable firsthand account of 
D-Day.

• NON-FICTION.



DO YOU DREAM IN COLOR?  INSIGHTS FROM 
A GIRL WITHOUT SIGHT.

• The author describes how she 
lives with blindness and 
spotlights the difficulties she has 
had to overcome. She also 
provides insights into her unique 
perception of the world and how 
she has risen above the 
expectations and prejudices of 
other

• NON-FICTION BL  LEXILE1030 IL  
UG



BLACKOUT
• Eighteen-year-old Allie Castillo 

wakes up in a hospital after an 
accident with no recollection of 
who she is or what happened to 
her. When she returns home to a 
life she doesn't remember, she 
learns she wasn't a very nice 
person and there may be more to 
her accident than the official 
report.

• FICTION  IL  9-12

• GENRE:  MYSTERY



THE GIRL ON THE DANCING HORSE.

• An outsider, an unconventional 
horse and the incredible bond 
that took them to the top.  The 
world was captivated by this 
young woman with the dazzling 
smile and her dancing horse. 
This is story of how they became 
the dominant dressage team of 
the era.

• NON-FICTION  IL  9-ADULT



RUN ROSE RUN
• A young, beautiful singer-

songwriter finds her star on the 
rise. Hoping to leave her hard 
life behind her and finally escape 
her dark past, she flees to 
Nashville, where she hopes to 
find her future destiny--but may 
find instead the darkness of her 
past has tracked her down at last

• FICTION  IL  9-ADULT  

• GENRE:  MYSTERY



THE SIX OLYMPIANS
Reimagining of Greek Mythology, 
the Titan Kronos banishes his 
children to Earth rather than 
swallowing them and they are 
raised as orphans with scrambled 
memories.  At 16, they are made 
aware of who they are and are 
sent off to overthrow their father 
and save the world

FICTION

GENRE:  FANTASY



THREE ORDINARY GIRLS

•
Three Ordinary Girls: The 
Remarkable Story of 
Three Dutch Teenagers 
Who Became Spies, 
Saboteurs, Nazi 
Assassins--and WWII 
Heroes

• NON-FICTION  IL  GR. 11-ADULT



CUTTERS DON’T CRY
• 19-year-old Charity Graff engages in 

self-harm. More specifically she cuts 
herself to numb emotions. In a series 
of raw journal entries, the confused 
teenager writes to her estranged 
father, filling him in on what's 
happened in her life since he left her 
nearly 18 years ago. Throughout the 
course of her letter writing, Charity 
chronicles her penchant for cutting, a 
serious struggle with depression and 
her inability to vocally express her 
feelings.

• FICTION  IL  UG

• GENRE: REALISTIC FICTION.



A THOUSAND HEARTBEATS

• Facing a loveless marriage for 
political gain, Princess Annika of 
Kadier finds love against all odds 
in the arms of the enemy, a 
Dahrainian soldier determined 
to reclaim the throne for his 
people.

• FICTION:  BL  4.7  IL  UG

• GENRE: ROMANCE-FANTASY.



IMAGINE ME
• Things are complicated since Ella 

knows who Juliette is and what 
she was created for. Ella 
struggles to understand the past 
that haunts her and looks to an 
uncertain future

• BOOK 6 OF THE SHATTER ME 
SERIES

• FICTION:   BL  5.0  IL UG

• GENRE: FANTASY.



YOU’D BE HOME NOW

• After a car accident that reveals 
her brother's opioid addiction, 
Emory struggles to help him 
recover and make herself heard 
in a town that insists on not 
listening

• FICTION: BL 4.0 IL UG

• GENRE:  REALISTIC FICTION


